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Abstract
We present a comparison of acoustic modeling techniques for
the DARPA RATS program in the context of spoken term detec-
tion (STD) on speech data with severe channel distortions. Our
main findings are that both Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs)
and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) outperform Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (GMMs) on a very difficult LVCSR task.
We discuss pre-training, feature sets and training procedures,
as well as weight sharing and shift invariance to increase ro-
bustness against channel distortions. We obtained about 20%

error rate reduction over our state-of-the-art GMM system. Ad-
ditionally, we found that CNNs work very well for spoken term
detection, as a result of better lattice oracle rates compared to
GMMs and MLPs.
Index Terms: Multi-Layer Perceptron, Time-Delay Neural
Network, Convolutional Neural Network

1. Introduction
RATS (Robust Automatic Transcription of Speech) is a DARPA
program focusing on speech activity detection, spoken term de-
tection (keyword search), and speaker and language identifi-
cation in noisy environments. The target languages for STD
are Levantine and Farsi. The data collection consists of re-
transmitting clean data over a noisy channel. The “clean” au-
dio data has Callhome type characteristics (telephone conversa-
tions), while the noisy data was obtained by transmitting the
original audio through a pair of sender and receiver. In to-
tal, 8 different transmissions were performed by using different
sender and receiver combinations. The channels are labeled A
to H. The channel distortions vary substantially, the closest to
the original data is channel G.

In this paper we focus on the acoustic modeling problem
for spoken term detection (STD), where the goal is to locate a
spoken keyword in audio documents. For this task, 300 hours
of acoustic training data is available. From our point of view,
STD is essentially LVCSR (large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition) plus some form of post-processing of lattices to
generate a search-able index. For STD, not only the 1-best of
the output matters; lattice quality is even more important.

While most LVCSR systems are based on Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMM), Seide demonstrated in [1] the great potential of
Neural Networks by getting 20-30% improvement over GMMs
on Switchboard, a task for which many sites build their best sys-
tems for competitive NIST evaluations. Because improvements
on this task are important, people started to look at Neural Nets
again. The use of Neural Networks for acoustic modeling is
actually not new, e.g. Bourlard and Morgan [2] summarize the
progress that was already done in the early 1990s.

Seide attributes the recent success to three key ingredients:
the use of a fully context dependent output layer, input features
with large span temporal context, and a large number of hidden

layers, initialized with pre-training. The pre-training procedure
in [1] consists of representing the Neural Net as a Deep Belief
Network (DBN) and training it layer by layer. A DBN [3] is a
stack of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) that constrains
the network to be a bipartite graph. Maximum likelihood train-
ing of an RBM works by minimizing the divergence between
the empirical distribution and an approximation of the distribu-
tion of the model (contrastive divergence).

This form of pre-training does not make use of target labels.
It is therefore also called generative pre-training. On the other
hand, for most speech tasks, the training data comes with train-
ing labels in form of transcripts. In [4], a discriminative form
of pre-training was introduced. Discriminative pre-training is
essentially layer-wise back-propagation with only one training
iteration per layer. The advantage is that the output targets are
now used for pre-training, and not only for fine-tuning. In [4],
they found small improvements of discriminative pre-training
over generative pre-training. In our experiments, we also ob-
served small reductions in error rate using discriminative pre-
training.

But regardless of whether pre-training is applied, or what
kind, the model is still a Multi Layer Perceptron, trained with
back-propagation [5], no matter how shallow or deep the net-
work is. So, for naming conventions, we use the term MLP in
the following text.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we be-
gin with a short description of the data and the GMM baseline
model. In Section 3, we report on experiments with MLPs, the
use of different feature streams and Hessian-free sequence train-
ing of MLPs. In Section 4, we discuss weight sharing and shift
invariance for Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Time
Delay Neural Networks (TDNN). In Section 5, we describe how
we used these models for our RATS STD evaluation system and
report improvements in terms of word error rates (WERs), lat-
tice oracle word error rates, and STD metrics.

2. GMM Baseline
The Levantine and Farsi data for the DARPA RATS program
is provided by the LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium) [6, 7].
For both languages, about 300 hours of acoustic training data is
available. The clean speech corpus is mostly part of the exist-
ing Fisher corpus and contains conversational speech over cell-
phones. Since the R in RATS stands for robust, the clean speech
got distorted by transmitting the original data through eight dif-
ferent radio channels. The clean data contained about 150 h
of audio, but only about 65 h was labeled as speech. After re-
transmission, we obtained about 300 h of noisy data for acoustic
model training.

Similar to our GALE system [8], we built two GMM acous-
tic models: a conventional unvowelized model (GMM-U) and a
Buckwalter vowelized model (GMM-V). We do not expect that
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Channel A B C D E F G
GMM-U 54.7 75.3 63.8 56.8 80.6 65.2 46.6

Table 1: Word error rates for RATS GMM acoustic models on
Levantine dev-04.

a morphological analyzer for MSA will do a good job generat-
ing vowelizations for Levantine Arabic; however, it did pro-
vide a useful source of system diversification for STD. The
frontend features for both models are based on VTL-warped
PLP features and a context window of 9 frames. We apply
speaker based cepstral mean and variance normalization, fol-
lowed by an LDA transform to reduce the feature dimension-
ality to 40. The ML training of the acoustic model is inter-
leaved with estimation of a global semi-tied covariance (STC)
transform. FMLLR speaker adaptation is applied both in train-
ing and testing, while MLLR regression trees are applied only
during run-time. The total number of Gaussian components
is 120000, distributed over 7000 quinphone context-dependent
states. Feature- and model-level discriminative training uses
the boosted MMI (bMMI) [9] criterion. The error rates for the
GMM system are shown in Table 1.

While the error rates seem high, one has to keep in mind
that this task is rather difficult and deals with conversational
speech over cellphone connections and is re-transmitted over
noisy channels. Our GMM uses all of the state-of-the-art tech-
niques, and achieved excellent performance in the 2012 RATS
evaluation [10].

3. MLP Experiments
3.1. Training Recipe

The MLP is trained using standard back-propagation and the
objective function is Cross-Entropy. We use the sigmoid acti-
vation function for the hidden layers and softmax for the output
layer. The weights are initialized randomly with a uniform dis-
tribution, normalized as proposed in [11].

The training data is split into 50 hour chunks. Each chunk is
frame-randomized separately. Each mini-batch is 250 frames.
Globally, for the entire training data, we randomize the data at
the utterance level.

For pre-training, the MLP is grown layer-wise with one
pass over the training data for each layer growing phase. After
the network is fully grown, we train the network until conver-
gence, requiring typically 10 to 15 iterations. No momentum
term is applied. The initial step size is 5e−3, but the initial step
size is not overly critical as long as it is not totally out of place.
Also, the step size seems to be fairly task independent.

After each iteration, we measure the improvement on a 5h
held-out set, as it was already suggested in [2]. If the improve-
ment is smaller than 1% relative, the step size gets reduced by
a factor of 2.

3.2. Feature Sets

Here, we want to share some results when experimenting with
different feature sets, that looked promising in the beginning,
but did not provide improvements at the end on the RATS task.

For the initial experiments, we used a a 50h subset of the
English Broadcast News data of the LDC Fisher collection
(DARPA EARS RT-04 evaluation). The configuration for all
MLPs is the same; the only difference is the input. All MLPs

Feature space WER
40 SI LDA, +/− 5 frames 18.9%
40 FMLLR, +/− 5 frames 17.7%
40 FMMI, Δ, ΔΔ, ΔΔΔ 16.9%
40 FMMI, Δ, ΔΔ, ΔΔΔ + 40 log-mel 16.3%
40 FMMI, Δ, ΔΔ, ΔΔΔ + 40 log-mel + 40 FDLP 15.9%

Table 2: 50h EnglishBN MLP models

Channel A B C D E F G
GMM-U 54.7 75.3 63.8 56.8 80.6 65.2 46.6
SI-MLP 86.1 74.3 62.1 62.6 76.3 61.1 43.6
FMLLR-MLP 50.3 72.9 59.4 55.0 75.4 60.1 42.1
FMMI-MLP 50.5 73.0 60.1 56.0 75.1 60.8 42.3
FDLP-MLP 50.9 73.5 59.6 57.0 74.4 59.6 42.5

Table 3: Word error rates for MLPs (Lev dev-04). Use of
different feature sets analogous to Table 2
.

have 5 hidden layers with 1024 units and the output layer has
3000 states.

The first two rows in Table 2 demonstrate the value of
speaker adaptive features, similar to [12]. The FMLLR trans-
forms were “borrowed” from the corresponding GMM system.
The next row is more interesting. We switched to the best fea-
tures that GMM systems normally have. We use fMMI features
[13] that were originally trained for the GMM. While we did
not see improvements when used in a frame splicing context as
for the other features, the fMMI features worked well with a
Δ, ΔΔ, ΔΔΔ context 1. Next, we added VTL warped log-mel
features. The filterbank has 40 filters and we use them together
with Δ, ΔΔ, ΔΔΔ context. The log-mel features are mean
normalized at the utterance level and reduce the error rate from
16.9% to 16.3%. We want to note that the improvements do not
come from an increased number of parameters. The MLP has
already 8.8 million parameters and the increase in parameters is
only 1.1%. In the last row of Table 2 we added another set of
features. Since the DARPA RATS program focuses on robust
LVCSR, we experimented with Frequency domain linear pre-
diction (FDLP) features [14, 15] which are designed to be noise
robust. We added them here only for debugging purposes, but
got nevertheless an improvement from 16.3% to 15.9% even on
clean data.

Table 3 compares MLPs trained on different feature sets on
the DARPA RATS task, trained on the same data as the GMM
baseline as described in Section 2. For both FMMI-MLP and
FDLP-MLP, logmel features are part of the input as described
for the EnglishBN setup. For the MLPs we use 6 hidden layers
with 2048 units and an output layer with 7000 states. What
is noticeable that all MLPs perform about 10% relative better
than the GMM baseline on semi-clean data (channel G). Even
the MLP with SI LDA features is substantially better (43.6%
vs 46.6%) and not much worse than the best speaker adaptive
MLP (FMLLR-MLP) with 42.1% 2. The picture changes when
looking at the channels with more distortions. SI LDA features

1frame splicing and delta context have same error rates for FMLLR
features

2The FMMI features are speaker adaptive too, based on FMLLR
features
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Channel A B C D E F G
GMM-U 54.7 75.3 63.8 56.8 80.6 65.2 46.6
CE 50.3 72.9 59.4 55.0 75.4 60.1 42.1
sMBR 46.2 72.4 57.4 52.1 78.4 56.7 37.8

Table 4: WER comparison of FMLLR-MLP models trained un-
der Cross-Entropy or sMBR objective functions

are not as good as the other feature sets.

3.3. Sequence Training

The models described so far are trained with regular Cross-
Entropy (CE). In [16], state-level MBR (sMBR) was proposed
as an objective function in a lattice based framework simi-
lar to discriminative training for GMMs. In [17] the training
procedure became substantially faster and more practical for
large training sets by optimizing the objective function using a
Hessian-free optimization approach [18] that allowed us to run
the training in parallel on a cluster. We first start with training
the MLP with Cross-Entropy and use the models to generate
numerator and denominator lattices with a weak (1-gram) lan-
guage model.

The results are shown in Table 4 where we compare Cross-
Entropy with sMBR for the MLP trained using FMLLR fea-
tures. On the semi-clean channel G, we get a 10% relative im-
provement over Cross-Entropy and beat our best GMM baseline
by 20%. But even on most of the other channels, the discrimina-
tively trained MLP is substantially better than a discriminatively
trained (fMMI+bMMI) GMM system.

4. Weight Sharing and Shift Invariance
A regular MLP is fully connected, i.e. each hidden unit has
connections to all input units. Rumelhart et.al. discussed in [5]
a different type of Neural Network that uses only a subset of
inputs in the form of localized receptive fields. That Network
was designed to discriminate between the letter T and C and to
be invariant to translation. In order to achieve shift invariance,
the weight learning was changed such that the weight changes
were averaged over the receptive fields.

For speech recognition, invariance against small changes in
the temporal domain is important. The Time Delay Neural Net-
work (TDNN) [19] uses the concept of weight sharing and shift
invariance to beat an HMM baseline on a phoneme classifica-
tion task. In image recognition, Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) [20] apply the same concepts to obtain shift invariance
in two dimensions. For CNNs, a so called sub-sampling layer
is added, that reduces the dimensionality by pooling the out-
puts of the convolutional layer such that higher layers are more
invariant to distortions.

In [21], a CNN is used to as a replacement of GMMs in a
HMM system. In this work, the CNNs job is to guard against
changes in the spectrum, and keep the HMM to deal with tem-
poral invariance. While this work was done on a small scale
phone recognition task (TIMIT), [22] uses a CNN HMM setup
for LVCSR tasks (Switchboard and Broadcast News). We fol-
low the work of [21, 22] and use CNNs to compute acoustic
scores for conventional context dependent 3-state HMMs. Dis-
tortions in the temporal domain are handled by the HMM, while
distortions in the frequency domain are handled by the CNN.

11 frame context

9x9

32 logmel

Figure 1: CNN Layer #0, sliding window 9x9 over input fea-
tures

temporal domain3 windows in

24 feature
 windows

1x3

Figure 2: CNN Layer #0, non-overlapping window 1x3 over
output values

4.1. Network Structure

Specifically, our network structure is as follows. Input features
are 32-dimensional logmel features3. The input context is 11

frames. In addition to the logmel features, we use Δ and Δ, Δ
features. The input features are mean and variance normalized
at speaker level. We also apply VTLN as it was done in [22].
Figure 1 shows the first step: a sliding window operates over the
input features: For an input context of 11 frames and a window
size of 9, we obtain 3 windows in the temporal domain. And at
the logmel level, we get 32− 9 + 1 = 24 windows. Altogether,
we get 3× 24 = 72 windows. Accounting for the Δ and Δ, Δ
features, each window has 3× 9× 9 = 243 features.

Each window goes through a regular MLP layer, resulting
in 72 output values for each hidden unit. This is followed by a
max-pooling layer, where the maximum is taken for the output
values over a 1x3 window4. This operation will help to make
the model more invariant against small shifts in the logmel do-
main and hopefully increase the robustness against the channel
distortions we encounter in the RATS data. Since the windows
are not overlapping here, the number of windows in the logmel
domain gets reduced from 24 to 24/3 = 8.

The second layer of the network is also a convolutional

3We normally use a filterbank of 18 for 8kHz data, but increased the
number of filters to 32 to get a finer spectrum resolution for the CNN.

4We do not apply pooling in the temporal domain for now, but con-
sider this in the future.
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Layer inputN x outputN
#0 243 x 128
#1 1536 x 256
#2 1280 x 2048
#3 2048 x 2048
#4 2048 x 2048
#5 2048 x 2048
#6 2048 x 7000

Table 5: CNN structure and dimensions of layer weights

Channel A B C D E F G
GMM-U 54.7 75.3 63.8 56.8 80.6 65.2 46.6
MLP 46.2 72.4 57.4 52.1 78.4 56.7 37.8
CNN 45.8 70.7 54.8 50.9 72.1 52.5 37.9

Table 6: WER comparison of GMM, MLP, CNN

layer, that uses a sliding window of 3x4 over the outputs of
the first layer. In total, the network has 7 layers and the first
two layers are convolutional as described above. The network
structure is summarized in Table 5.

4.2. Pre-Training

As for regular MLPs, discriminative pre-training is applied for
the CNN too. The only difference is, that the first two layers
are trained together. The first pre-training step estimates the
weights for the layers #0,#1,#2,#6. The next step adds another
hidden layer and trains #0,#1,#2,#3,#6 and so on. After all lay-
ers are added, regular back-propagation continues until conver-
gence.

4.3. Results

The CNN is trained on the same RATS training data as the
MLP and GMM systems. Frame-level randomization is slightly
more complicated for CNNs and requires us to write the features
with sufficiently long temporal context. We also apply sequence
training [17, 16] for the CNN similar to the MLP models. While
the CNN is not better than the MLP for semi-clean data (chan-
nel G), we see significant improvements on all other channels.
This is in line with our expectations, that the shift invariance in
the feature domain helps to make the model more robust.

4.4. Training Time

Lastly, we also want to report the training time for Neural Nets.
While Neural Nets perform substantially better than GMMs, it
also takes much longer to train them. However, with the use of
GPU (graphics processing unit) devices, training on 300 hours
becomes quite practical. The training time reported in Table 7 is
based on training the models described before (6 hidden layers a
2048, 7000 outputs). The CPU is a 12-core Intel machine. The
GPU uses a single Kepler110 device. Both machines have suf-
ficient memory. Including pre-training, it takes about 15 passes
over the training data. So, for the MLP the total training time is
about 4.5 days and 10 days for the CNN.

As shown in Table 7, it takes substantially more time to
train a CNN than an MLP. The reason is that CNNs require mak-
ing localized windows of the input. Even with multi-threading,
these operations are computationally expensive. And since the

Model CPU GPU
MLP 35h 7h
CNN 46h 15h

Table 7: Cross-Entropy Training Time per iteration
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Figure 3: Farsi STD peformance comparing GMM and Neural
Nets

operations require memory bandwidth, the speed-up of using
GPUs is less (factor of 3) than for MLPs (factor of 5).

5. Neural Nets and STD
For the DARPA RATS program, we are not only interested in 1-
best error rates but also want to improve our STD system. The
STD system does not use only the best path from the recognizer;
lattices are used to capture more of the search space. Figure 3
compares STD performance (false alarm vs. miss rate) for our
best Farsi GMM and NN models. The GMM system is signif-
icantly outperformed by the Neural Net. The reason is that the
Neural Net has not only a better 1-best error rate, but the lattice
quality is also substantially better with Neural Nets.

The goal of the STD DARPA RATS program is to reduce
the the false alarm rate for a given miss rate. The miss rate for
the 2013 evaluation was set to 20%. At this operating point,
the GMM has a false alarm rate of 1.284%, and the Neural Net
reduced it to 0.265% - an improvement of almost a factor of 5.

6. Conclusions
We presented a study of acoustic modeling techniques for very
challenging data. MLPs outperformed our best GMM model by
20%. While the convolutional model did not work better than a
regular MLP on semi-clean data, it worked substantially better
for the noisy channels and improvements in WER translated to
much improved STD performance.
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